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journa l homepage : www.e lsev ie r . com/ loca te / rmedEditorialEditing a successful scientific journal today is not easy,
given the diversity and complexity of scientific develop-
ments and the increasing competition from related journal.
To improve and advance a journal is even more difficult.
Therefore, Respiratory Medicine owes many thanks to its
past Editor-in-Chief, Leif Bjermer, who stepped down
recently after 6 most successful years in this position. Leif,
a softspoken, always friendly and modest but excellent
pulmonologist researcher and clinician managed to change
the style of the journal. He went from a submission system
which involved a kilogram of paper workplace to a func-
tioning electronic system which has served well for editors,
authors and the publisher alike. Today it is hard to imagine
the times when this was not available. During his time as
Editor-in-Chief the journal’s impact factor increased
steadily. It is now above the margin most academic insti-
tutions consider ‘‘high’’. He ‘‘hand-picked’’ an editorial
board with expertise in the complex field of chest medi-
cine. The members of the editorial board perform most of
the time-consuming work to find suitable and available
reviewers for the scientific peer review process. The jour-
nal and its editorial board but also an uncounted number of
authors and scientist are grateful for the tremendous job
Leif Bjermer has done for the past six years. We are glad
that he will continue to serve the journal as a past Editor-
in-Chief in the editorial board.
Following on from there it will be most difficult to
improve things further. Nevertheless I feel very proud and
honoured to follow in Leif’s footsteps as the new Editor-in-
Chief. The journal and the publisher have paid tribute to
the fact that Leif cannot be easily replaced and have
therefore appointed Nick Hanania to my side as Deputy
Editor. I welcome Nick and look forward to work with him.
It is our goal to maintain the high standard of the journal0954-6111/$ - see front matter ª 2008 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
doi:10.1016/j.rmed.2008.12.002and to increase it even further. The fact that Respiratory
Medicine which used to be the British Journal of Diseases of
the Chest is nowadays truly an international journal is not
only highlighted by its contributions from around the world
but also by its international editorial board and the fact
that officially starting with this issue it now has an Editor-
in-Chief who is German and a Deputy Editor who is Amer-
ican. We will continue to focus on all aspects of pulmonary
medicine but there will be emphasis on clinical and clinical
experimental data. The fact that many new treatment
modalities for pulmonary diseases are being developed and
new techniques are available which help to clarify the as
yet incompletely understood nature of many pulmonary
ailments will undoubtedly be presented in the journal. In
addition, the journal will reflect the increasing importance
of lung ailments worldwide. We will work hard to remain
a source of medical education with state-of-the-art reviews
and clinical commentaries. One of the main points on our
agenda is to reduce the times for the review process even
further, an interest of most authors that we share. The
readership of the journal is invited to announce special
areas of interest for which we will then commission reviews
and special articles. We invite our readers, reviewers and
authors join us in our effort to maintain and further
advance the journal’s position as one of the leading clinical
journals in respiratory medicine.
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